
Exclusive Sanitaryware Collection



“Engineering excellence without aesthetic compromise.”



Exclusive Finishes

Nickel

Pewter

English Gold

Bronze

Copper

The ancient art of hand face 
bathing has been rebirth. Deep 
bowls manufactured from fireclay 
adron stylised pedestals and 
wash stands. Creating a range that 
sets the benchmark for refined 
bathroom design with functional 
significance.

The importance of waking 
gradually from sleep to prepare 
for the day ahead has been 
recognized for centuries. The 
significance of immersing ones 
hands into a freashly drawn bowl 
of warm water, not only cleanses 
the soul, but gently reawakens, 
warms and reconnects one with 
the world around, delivering ready 
for the  tasks ahead.

Conversly unwinding at days end, 
placing ones hands deep into 
warmed fire clay bowl, inhaling 
warmth, feeling stresses flow 
through and out, allowing the 
mind to relax, transitioning body 
from wake to rest

Our production process is 
meticulous, with every wash 
stand and pedestal being quality 
checked four times during 
production and then fired.





Tiverton pedestal basin creates a meeting place for hot and 

cold water to conjoin creating the perfect blend of water in 

preparation for luxury hand and face bathing. 

Fireclay ensures design authenticity allowing the elegant lines 

of Tiverton to be produced with perfect proportion, the straight 

to angle design can not be produced using standard casting 

techniques subtly acting as a point of differentiation when 

seeking design authenticity in detail at all levels.

Available in one, two and three tap hole options.

Tiverton



Elegantly designed legs combine with a beautifully stylised wash 

basin to create the Regis wash stand console. Taking its name 

directly from the royal houses of yesteryear, Regis brings an 

instantly recognisable sence of design authenticity to modern 

day bathroom design.  

Manufactured from the highest grade fireclay, using slip casting 

techniques every Regis is hand checked prior to final firing to 

ensure complete perfection. This attention to detail is not 

possible with mass produced products and further adds to the 

individual appeal of every Renaissance Regis wash stand console.

Shown here in Nickel, legs are available in Chrome, English Gold, 

Nickel, Pewter and Antique Copper and Bronze. Basins available 

with one, two and three hole options.

Regis







Sidmouths’ basin is proudly supported upon a luxurious 

pedestal creating an Apex of bathing beauty. Smooth curves 

flow seamlessly into an endlessly deep bowl containing your 

exact mix of water and fragrance, delivering a hand, face bathing 

experience, to be enjoyed daily when on wake or retreat.

Manufactured from fireclay and fired at 1600 degrees to ensure 

design and authentuicity and durability, all Sidmouth pedestal 

basins are hand check for perfection prior to final firing to ensure 

that when the Renaissance logo is proudly placed, perfection is 

guaranteed.

Basins are available with one, two and three hole options.

Sidmouth



The smooth curves of Salcombe’s wash stand and basin 

perfectly combine to create a truly stunning piece of bathroom 

art. Drawing on a rich design lineage of fine bathroom design 

Salcombe is not just visually stunning but practical with towel 

housing accommodated under the basins smooth curves.

Manufactured from fireclay and fired at 1600 degrees to ensure 

both design authenticity and durability, every Salcombe wash 

stand is hand checked by our in house potter prior to firing. Only 

when completely satisfied that proportions and finish are perfect 

is the logo proudly placed upon the fireclay and fired at 1600 

degrees.

Shown here in Chrome, legs are available in Chrome, English 

Gold, Nickel, Pewter, Antique Copper, and Bronze. Basins are 

available with one, two and three tap hole options. 

Salcombe







A simple, elegant and necessary accompaniment to your 

bathroom. The smooth curves of Classic give a soft and 

unasuming presance, perfectly combining with all washstands 

and pedestals, allowing  complete  bathroom  design consistency.

Manufactured from fireclay and fired at 1600 degrees to ensure 

both design authenticity and durability, every Classic Toilet is 

hand checked by our in house potter prior to firing. Only when 

completely satisfied that proportions and finish are perfect 

is the logo proudly placed, signifying the authenticity and 

craftsmanship invested in all Renaisance products.

Classic Toilet
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